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CHANGES AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN CM RESEARCH AND CM EDUCATION AT
THE POZNAN UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY

o.

Kaplinski

Po=nml University of Technology
2. Factors influencing academic curriculum planning
and research

I. Introduction
This paper presents some changes and achievements of the Chair of Construction Engineering and

There are many factors influencing education and

Management at the Poznan University of Technology

research. The period after our recent meeting in Vil-

in the fields of education and research between the 6th

nius (May. 1997) is characteristic: the same tendency

(Vilnius '97, May) and the 7th (Aachen '99, Septem-

has been strengthened. Political and economic transfor-

ber) Lithuanian-German-Polish Colloquiums. The first

mation which is still under way in Poland has made a

part of the paper describes a specific character and

number of possibilities available to the Polish people,

conditions of university training in Poland. Furthermo-

and laid the foundations of market economy. Also we

re, some factors influencing academic curriculum plan-

have seen crucial influence exerted on the ways and

ning are discussed. A review of the research is desc-

directions in education.
An exceptionally fast accommodation of the Po-

ribed in the context of writing PhD dissertations.

lish society to those changes was caused by a beneficial structure of the education system. Table I presents
a percentage share in education in the selected areas of
studies. It is quite clear that Poland had been prepared

Table 1. Students of the Universities according to branches of study [I]
Selected
country

POLAND

CANADA
GERMAN
FR
USSR
UKRAINE

Year

Agriculture

Technical
sciences

Juridical and
social sciences

Humanities

Exact and
natural sciences

Medicine

1980

"27.3

11.0

:!5.2

5.4

3.4

10.6

1985

19.-l

7.9

21.3

ItS

4.4

13.5

1991

17.1

5.6

24.9

9.5

4.5

14.5

llJlJ3:4

IX.N

5.4

32.1

111.9

4.3

111.2

I9SII

S.7

2.11

:!X.~

13.~

5.7

7.2

ll)l)l

111.11

1.1

21.2

5..'\

4.5

5.:!

llJNCI

15.11

3.11

2h.7

J.'\.X

11.2

15.1

IWtl

IliA

:!.:\

2lJ.I

123

12.lJ

11.11

llJNII

45.h

111.2

7.2

llJlJt I

411.9

Ill. I

h.tl

14.5

19SII

4K2

9.S

x.!'to.•

•

*

ll.S

llJlJ 1/2

42.1

10.4

7.4·'

13.7

•

7.11

• together with exact and natural sciences
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Table 2. A comparison of the ratio of student numbers per I0 000 inhabitants
Country

Year

Ratio

Country

Year

Ratio

Poland

80

166

USA

80

531

85

122

93

555

90

142

Canada

92

709!

93

195

China

80

17

93

38

90

258

93

232

81

212

Lithuania

80

288

9()

243

92

205

93

190

92

172

94

191

93

362

Germany
France

for the reform, because the structure of education (Law,

In 1986-88, we experienced a deep economic and

Economy) was keeping pace with the trends of the best

political crisis. It was reflected by the reluctance among

developed countries. In other countries, educating engi-

young people to obtain academic qualifications. For

neers has been driven to extremes.

example, at the Poznan University of Technology, the

It does not signify, though, that the number of uni-

number of students was changing according to the fol-

versity graduates is satisfactory. The numbers of stu-

lowing pattern: in 1978 - 8320, in 1986-88 - only

dents per ten thousand inhabitants constitutes an objec-

3800-3877 (!), in 1997-98 - I 1036-12413, among them

tive ratio depicting the situation reasonably well. Se-

67% studying for MSc degree and 33% for Enginee-

lected results are presented in Table 2.

ring degree.

For us, comparing those ratios signifies a require-

At present, we have 2.851 students at the Faculty

ment of making up for the shortcomings presented abo-

of Architecture•, Civil and Environmental Engineering.

ve. We can see an increase in the number of students,

Further discussion is illustrated by Fig 2 presen-

and opening a number of new colleges (mainly priva-

ting a number of factors influencing the current situa-

tely run). It has also been agreed that international uni-

tion at Polish universities, and the formation of study

versities can be established in Poland.

programmes. Here is the list of the most popular study

One can look at the change in numbers of stu-

courses in Poland:
- Economy,

dents in Poland with a dose of optimism (Fig I).
The number of privately run universities and col-

-Law.

leges has increased from 20 (in 1990) to 144 (in 1998/

- Management and Marketing.

99). These academic institutions provide mostly cour-

The most popular faculties at the Poznan Univer-

ses leading to BSc degree. and the most important are-

sity of Technology now:

as of study are banking. management. and marketing.

• Information Technology (Electrical Engineering
Faculty).
• Architecture CArchitecture. Ci\ il and Em imnmen-

1500

tal Engineering Faculty).

'C

c 1000

• Management and Marketing CMechanical Engi-

Ill

Ul

~

0

=

neering Faculty).

500
0 .

85/86

90/91

94/95

96/97

97/98

98/99

years

Fig I. The change in number of students in Poland

This autumn the branch of study called "Architecture" and
the Institute of Architecture and Urban Planning will become
a separate faculty.
1
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(

)

economical & political
transformation in Poland

+

MARKET

lobby of structural
engineers

student lobby

(building arthorizations)
professional certification
• building design
• chartered surveyor
~'-------------/

programme minimum of
Chief Council

SYLLABUS of
I Civil Engineering

requirements of Chief
Council of Higher
Education

( FEANI

[.

credit tra~sfer system
ECTS

r

( requirements of EEC

obligatory requirements
of PhD and Habil.

specialization
Construction
Engineering
&
Management

J•

preparation for :

•

t

J..

accreditation

.,.. [ connections: science - education J

consequences:

t

syllabus reduction
postgraduate studies

~

J

new specializations

Fig 2. Factors influencing curriculum planning at Poznan University of Technology

three categories of courses:

• Electronics and Telecommunications (Electrical
Engineering Faculty).
The students (and their application forms) exert a
certain pressure not only on founding new universities

A - non-technical courses

300 hours

B - basic courses

450 hours

C - technical courses

750 hours

and colleges, but also on the modification of curricula,
establishing new courses (for example, MSc courses).

Eleven courses belong to the group of technical

There is a lobby of constructors (to be more pre-

courses, including Construction Engineering and Mana-

cise, construction theory specialists) which often cons-

gement and Organisation - 75 hours. Further on, uni-

titutes a voting majority in bodies taking crucial deci-

versities may form their curricula depending on their

sions at chairs and faculties. It often exerts a negative

specific character, specialisation, and degree profiles.

influence on the freedom of designing new curricula.

Obviously. while designing detailed curricula, one

especially in management and economics.

should make sure that they correspond to the direc-

Two other factors have to be taken into account

by

when planning curricula:
•

th~ r~quirements

of

tions of accreditation and the branch of study set out

th~

Chief Council of

th~

European FEANI Association.

Another important condition

High~r

s~t

out by the Coun-

cil is the minimum number of autonomous academic

Educ<ll ion.
• the Parliamentary Act on Building and Constructiun La\\, including prulcssiomtl qualiticmion cer-

teachers and

research~rs r~quir~d

hnmch of studies.

Therefi.,r~.

fur establishing a

fi.,r tht: MSc courses: at

tificmes.

lt:ast X Full Professors or academics \\ ith post-ductoral

Two categories of

d.:grees. For the BSc courses: 4 Full Professors or uca-

r~quirements

of the Council

demics with post-doctoral degrees. and six teachers with

should be referred to here.
The so-called programme minimum has been laid
down. It assumes that the total number of class hours

PhD. It is usually a major limitation for smaller and
younger universities.

during a study course cannot be less than 2600. The

For Construction Engineering (CE) graduates, ac-

programme minimum includes 1500 hours, and entails

quiring professional certificates is a basic requirement
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before they can stan their independent engineering work.

The implementation of two major projects is cur-

Graduates of the CE Faculty can acquire professional

rently under way in Poland. The first is the so-called

cenificates in Buildings Design or in Construction Su-

accreditation of departments and faculties and branches

pervision.

of studies. It is aimed at the assessment of teaching

The professional cenificates, after the candidates

level and classification of faculties and departments ac-

have gone through a period of internship and training,
and passed their exams, are granted by local administ-

cording to four categories. It is assumed that the Poznan University of Technology will be placed in one of

ration authorities. Therefore, the curricula (and specia-

the top categories. Younger universities, without expe-

lisations in panicular) cannot be randomly created. We

rienced staff. are going to lose.
The other project is the preparation for implemen-

had seen a failed attempt of establishing a specialisation called "Computer Mechanics".

ting European Credit Transfer System, the ECTS. It is

In order to understand the mechanisms working

particularly important for student exchange, but it is

behind a typical Polish state-owned university, an ad-

also dictated by the requirements of Polish application

ditional aspect has to be taken into account. There is

for the accession to the European Community.

a requirement stating that research results should filter

Due to the fact that curricula at the Poznan Uni-

into teaching. Therefore, in Poland, obtaining a PhD

versity of Technology, at the Faculty of Architecture,

degree is obligatory. Recently a requirement of obtai-

Civil and Environment Engineering are developed as

ning a post-doctoral degree has also been introduced.

blocks of courses constituting basic components of pro-

The idea behind it is that such a university would rank
higher, but academics are mostly assessed according to

grammes for various specialisations, it is going to be

their research results and achievements (for example, a

Examples of some blocks are presented in [I].

relatively easy to implement the credit transfer system.

number of publications) and, to a much smaller degree,

It is difficult to discuss education without mentio-

ning money and funding. It might be well worth

for their didactic achievements.

criterion of granting
a subvention:

Quality of staff
(scientific workers)

___,.

SUBSIDIES
(Ministry ol National Education)

+
National Research
Committee (KBN)

I

L....-----+-..;...._---;:;f;:;R;:::;:A~NT==s::---111
CONTRACTS
extrnural courses.
postgraduate studieS.
doCtoral studies.
expert's reports

category: A, B. c. 0

Indirect costs

•

+

•~I----~o~th~e~r----~

*

DEFICIT?+

+

~Sala-y

I syllabus ol studiest

limit

Fig 3. Algorithm of research and education financing at the University
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influence on:

number of staff

quoting data from two years ago. related to research

Management (CE&Ml. At some universities this spe-

and implementation spending per capita in various coun-

cialisation is also offered as an extramural course (but

tries: USA - 659 USD. Gennany - 459 USD. Poland

on the BSc level).

- 41 USD.

Extramural students in Poznan can only specialise

The percentages of the Gross National Product we-

in structural engineering but it is interesting that the

re accordingly 2. 72; 2.50; 0.84. It forces the universi-

graduates inquire about starting a MSc course namely

ties to accommodate their academic curricula to the con-

in the field of CE&M!

ditions of real life. It does not provide much motiva-

The CE&M Chair which is an integral part of the
Architecture. Civil and Environment Engineering Faculty

tion for implementing difficult reforms.
Governmental Universities in Poland live mainly

runs classes. first of all. in CE&M itself.

on the subsidies from the Ministry of Education. Fig 3

In the process of adapting to the Ministry of Edu-

presents a way the financial algorithm of the Ministry

cation algorithm. we have begun some serious reduc-

of Education operates, and the procedures of genera-

tions in curricula of the study courses.

ting funds by the institutes and chairs of various facul-

At the time. the total number of hours of courses

ties. This also influences the economic position of fa-

(excluding the length of time devoted to research to-

culties, as we11 as the fonnation of academic curricula.

wards MSc dissertation) was 3.900. The new curricu-

Namely, a subsidy is envisaged to be a source funding

lum embraces 3.315 hours. The percentage share of

of a branch of study. Consequently, establishing nume-

the three groups of subjects is as follows:

rous (and new) specialisations is very costly. It is most

• general subjects

15,84%

"beneficial" to teach a11 seminars and classes within

• foundation subjects

51,88%

one group of students. It results from the simulations

• specialist subjects

32,58%

we have made that at the CE faculties (assuming the
cost consumption rate to be 2.5) a model structure (in

Despite the reduction in the total amount of hours,
the number of specialist hours increased from 960 to

other words, the proportions between various academic

1080.

activities) is as follows: lectures 1, classes and exercises 0.4, laboratory classes 0.25, project work 0.5.

The CM (construction management) problems are
also dealt with at our Faculty within the framework of

According to the author, the principles of the Ministry of Education algorithm may stand in a certain

a 3.5 year studies in Engineering, initiated in 1992,
within the TEMPUS JEP3757 programme.

contradiction with the system of studying based on credits, in other words, according to the system of taking
individual paths in the course of studies.

The CE&M Chair co-operated with the Wielkopolska Chamber of Construction which, within the
framework of the PHARE Fund, ran an extramural

3. An overview of the situation in Construction
Engineering and Management specialisation and
post-graduate studies

Master course in Construction Management during
1997/98.
We also participate in teaching of MSc course for
the engineering graduates.

A course in Construction Engineering ICEI and

The CE&M stan· fully participates in teaching at

Management il- otlered by Ill technical uni' ersitiel- in

the postgraduate !two-semester) course in Valuation of

Poland. A11 thol-e uni\ersitiel- work along the line!- of

Real Estate Ccstablish.:d in 19Q7)'. The course is run

a curriculum embracing CE. It can b.: bel-t !-ccn on th.:

on a fcc basil-. It il- taught by our stan: a!- well as by

cxampl.: of a !-Cparatc !-pccialisation "hich. d.:p.:nding

the academic stan· from other unher!-itiel- Uhe Uni\·er-

on a university. hal- recently been given dincrcnt na-

sity of Agriculture and the School of Economics) and

mes=. At the Technical University of Poznan it bearl-

by the Ministry lecturers and experts employed in real

the traditional name of Construction Engineering and

life construction companies. At present. the third

~

For example. at the Warsaw University of Technology:
Engineering of Building Processes.

.. A manager: Prof A. Skarzynski [2].
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consecutive recruitment is about to end. The numbers

of the research, and guidelines - also for prospective

of graduates were as follows: 36, 52 and 54. Such cour-

PhD students - have been presented in a monograph

ses are taught in many academic centres throughout the

publication entitled "Modelling of construction proces-

country.

ses. A managerial approach " [I 0).6

We are offering another course of studies, though
touching upon similar problems: Real Estate Manage-

Dissertations

ment and Trading. It will also be a two-semester course. It is aimed at training prospective real estate managers and real estate agents trading in property. The Par-

Two PhD dissertations have recently been presented at the Chair of CE&M. The abstracts and some
characteristic elements are given below.

liamentary Act obliges all applicants who want to ob-

a)

tain professional licences in "Real Estate Management"
and "Real Estate Trading" to join and graduate such
an academic

course.~

Methodological aspects of multicriteria decision
aid in civil and construction engineering. 7
This dissertation is a discussion of some chosen

issues and theoretical basis included in the methodological and cognitive part of the research, as well as a

4. Research: problems and scope

presentation of a system of ideas related to the metho-

Research at the Chair of CE&M is carried out

dology of multicriteria decision aid. A review of mul-

(and subsidised) mainly within the frameworks of grants

ticriteria decision aid methods has been carried out,

(statutory - OS and University - BW). The mecha-

and the author's own classification of this group of

nisms and influences of this kind of funding were pre-

methods has been offered. The examples to date of

sented during the last Vilnius Colloquium

5

usage of those methods have also been quoted, relating

•

Recently, the scope of research has grown, and it

both to Polish and foreign civil and construction engi-

is particularly evident in such areas as: macro-organi-

neering. The concept of multicriteria decision aid has

sation, management, law, investment process, problems

been accepted as a method of solving the selected de-

of restructuring in building and developing companies.

cision-making problems, as well as the appropriate cal-

The following publications may serve as a good exam-

culation and computation methods have been selected

ple [3-6].

and duly justified.

The following phenomenon is to be observed: tho-

Three multicriteria decision problems have been

se problem areas are the result of a demand from const-

presented and discussed in the research section. The

ruction practice, nevertheless the Research Councils at

problems pertained to selecting an appropriate order and

the Civil and Construction Engineering Departments do

making a final assessment for a number of options re-

not look at all favourably into the question of presen-

garding types of floors between storeys multi-layer external main walls in family type housing, and electro-

ting PhD dissertations regarding the areas.
Another, quite a new trend in research. closely re-

static flooring in an industrial building. Tests have be-

lated to the subject area of the post-gmduate courses

en performed. related to the assessment of acceptance

mentioned above. is the domain of real estate valuation

of multicriteria decision aid as a method for sol\'ing

and management. We have already seen the lirst pub-

the selected problems. A sensitivity range has been de-

lication!> [7-9).

lined l(lr the selected methods. and such an analysis

Tmditionally. the strongest trend in re!>earch i!> mo-

l(lr a chosen method ha!> been perlom1ed - the ELEC-

delling and organis.uion of con!>truction rruce!>!>e!>. inc-

TRF Ill method. A procedure has been proposed to

luding the application of computeT!> and artilkial intelligence. The suT\·ey of all those problem!>. a synthesis

• This course is organised by Dr D. Pawlicki.
' The allocation of funds for the following year depends.
among other factors, on the number of publications in the
previous year.

l•rof 0. "'arlir'lski'!> bouk \\as awarded a srccial award in
th.: Building and Cunstru.:tiun Deranment 199M cumrctition at the Ministry of Administration and the Interior.
· The dissertation was written by Dr T. Thiel [II · 12). It
was submitted in 1997. In 199R the dissertation was granted an award in the Building and Construction Department
competition at the Ministry of Administration and the Interior.
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~
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in time
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~
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CONSTRUcnON
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lB
I
.......

Technologicalorganizational

Multi-criteria!
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Concrete
bucket

....

EXPERT
~

'-

DATABASE

Concrete mixer )

~
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f-11
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VARIOUS UNITS
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DOCUMENTATION

...

~ser's

interface

PROCEDURE
RULES
INFERENCE MECHANISM

lt.r

~

Fig 4. A general architecture of the expert system for construction design of monolithic silos

ensure the appropriate development of the process of

following factors: concrete casting time, external con-

assisting decision-making, and this procedure has been

ditions, the dynamic character of the construction pro-

used to solve the selected decision-making problems.

cess (the structure grows with time). The objects. in

hJ Rule-based knowledge in the system supporting
the design for building grai11 silos erected by the
slip method. •
The dissertation presents an expert system controlled by user"s reference!->. supporting

th~:

design li.lr buil-

ding grain silo!-> erected by the !->lip method. The sy!oo-

this case a slip form. silo batteries. cranes. concrete
mixers and teams of workers. form a complex system.
The purpose of the expert

system

is

to determine

the set of objects that may provide the optimum \alue
with respect to many criteria. and thereli.lre a multicriterial

analysi~ i~

called upon.

IIJ 17Jt.

1\ gener.tl architecture of the exrert system in qu-

The problem con!->isb in !-oUch an arrangement of

estion i!oo rre!->ented in Fi~ "'· Within the exrert sy!ootem.

tem i!oo U!ooed in monolithic
re!ooources that will enable

technologi~:~

engineer~

cc.f.

to erect silo wall!->

we may distinguish the following units: database. know-

th~:

ledge base. inference engine. a user interlace. A rule

at a detem1ined rate. The task takes into account

of knowledge representation has been chosen. Due to
• The dissertation was written by Dr M. Hajdasz. It was
submitted in December 1999. The dissertation has been
granted a special nomination by the Department Council.
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the specific character of the domain, two kinds of rules are now distinguished: microrules, which describe

START

Is it possible to carry on work while the slip is in operation?

y
Is the 24-hour efficiency a prescribed fador?
Is a team attached to every individual crane?

y
Is a number of cranes a known
figure?
Does a crane lift and cany
reinforcement steel?

Is the time of concrete curing
fixed?
Is it a defined value?

Is a composition of concrete
layers crew constant?
Is a composition of
reinforcement fiXers crew
constant?
Is the composition of
., .,
plasterers crew constant? •
Is there a choice of an
option based on one
criterion only?
An optimum option

Fig 5. State graph (according to [12])

the technological-organisational processes, and macro-

mon design rules are also included. The state graph

rules that control the design process.

reflects the logical structure of the computer system

The system is assembled from numerous units.

and comprises a wide spectrum of problems of various

They are integrally involved in the system. Some of

degree!> of detail: from the building strategy of the who-

these units can be used separately. eg the procedure of

le construction to such details as the organisation of

accepting a crane. the program analysing the organisa-

the

<~cti\

tion of work team!>. the unit arranging the set of ob-

gic:s

<~I

.iecb. the progr.tmme preparing graphic schedules. the

hm in~ the U!>er"s

unit pc:rlomting the multicriteria! analysis.

system in

An interesting unit labelled ··dwo...ing

till'

strcll,•-

ity of workers· teams. There are many str.tte-

our disposal. A specific str.ttegy is chosen lol<1

prel~rences

which are pa!>sed to the

dialogue l>ession. A spc'-·ial mechanism wal>

dcl>igned to search over the state space.

gh·s·· is presented below (according to (15]). The ex-

An example of the mnge of problems receiving

perfs reasoning was followed in the course of desig-

attention is shown in Fig 5. Upper levels of the graph

ning the system at hand. The structure of the decision

deal with so-called principal strategies in the erecting

tree refers to the experts'heuristicc knowledge, but com-

a construction. These strategies are, for example,
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keeping to the detennined time of completion of various stages. maximum efficiency in utilising production
SELECTIVE "LEVELING"

resources. work kept within a constant daily rhythm.
On next level of the decision tree there are set ques-

DISLOCATION OF CASH EVENTS*

tions concerning the concrete curing time (and it influ-

according to:

ences the height of a single concrete layer). Next questions concern the teams of workers (are their number

•

PRIORITIES

•

ASAPIALAP

and the way they are organised in time or not?). Finalusual tasks unleveled)
FORECASTING - FUTURE INCOME
(*

ly. on the lowest level. a multicriteria! analysis is per-

#

fonned. and the optimum variant is found. The building process dynamics is inherently dealt with by the
system. The system looks into objectives, resources. regarding both the technology and organisation of the

FULL "LEVELING" OFTASKS

work.

according to:

Other research
Presently, other research goes on looking into the

•

RESOURCE RESTRICTIONS

•

AVAILABILITY OF MONEY

issues of modelling economic phenomena and managing databases, with a strong stress on utilising computer sciences. Two subjects related to this research are

Fig 6. Idea of capital expenditure and receipts analysis
in CM

discussed below.
The first subject is focused on developing and im-

designing itineraries), and a calculation spreadsheet

plementing the knowledge related to multidimensional

(being the tool which widens the data analysis spec-

analysis of infonnation stored in new generation data-

trum). The idea reflecting full analysis of cash receipts

bases, all within the area of construction engineering,

and expenses within the computer software is presen-

utilising some elements of optimisation and artificial

ted in Fig 6. Three main aspects of accounting for funds

intelligence. The research is aimed at arriving at a mul-

are pointed at in the research:

tidimensional, multimedia! consultation system used in

- periodical accounting,

the so-called on-going investment and building process.

- accounting and summing up upon conclusion of

It may be practically applied in managing the maintenance of road networks in urban

construction work,

areas.~

- accounting in the case of known dates of pay-

The second subject is closely linked with the problems of management in engineering and construction

ments and amounts. This aspect of accounting is a novelty in the research.w

projects. The issue of cash receipts and expenditure.

It is well worth noting that this type of research

and their interrelations. haw been particularly well high-

has also been transferred into the realm of the MSc

lighted. Looking from such a point of view. the way

degree.

cash receipts and capital expenditure is distributed. ha:.

We should note that pan of the research work i:.

become a 'ita! criterion of correctne:.:. of the itinerar)

related to international collaboration. l'llr example with

land. in con:o.elJuently.

l:r.mce ):! 1). Ukr.tine". Denmark •: and first of all \\ ith

tl

true mea:.ure of goud manage-

ment in a project and in a cumpanyl. If we luuk at the
problem from the analytical aspect. it i:. otn iou:. that
the stress is mainly laid on specialist sotiware used in
managing businesses and companies (time-tabling and
• This research will be concluded with a PhD dissenation to
be submiued by A. Fojud IMSc. Civ. Eng.) (18-20). Recent publications in the subject area are: [9),(10) and (13(.

'" Rcsc:arch in the subject area is carried out hy Mr. T. Wi:llr
IMSc. Ci\".Eng.1 (::!::!(.
11
Doloto\" A. and Sadovskij V. lntcgr:llcd inform:uion suppon system for design & realization in housing construction II MKIL. No 3. 1997. p. 79-87.
•: Anderson T. and Gaarlev A. Priorities in construction IT
research II MKIL. No 4. 1999, p. 35-45.
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our colleagues from Lithuania. We have recently seen

tial Resources Management" should constitute a new

one joint publication [23]. and a number of publications have come out thanks to our colleagues from Vil-

and separate course in the curriculum.
According to the author, the post-graduate course

nius [7]. [9] [ 14]. [24] and [25]. What highlighted the

on "Estimation of Real Estate", mentioned above, should

Poznan academic circuit was sending a personal invi-

be made into a new specialisation called "Real Estate

tation to Prof 0. Kaplinski to participate in the Inter-

Management". It does not need to be a five-year cour-

national Seminar on Construction Management, an event

se but a 3.5 year course crowned with an engineer

limited by the presence of guests from New Zealand.

BSc degree. This is how a specialisation counterpart of

Canada, the USA. the UK. and Denmark (c.f. [1]).

such areas of study in the UK as: Estate Management,
Quality Surveying. Building Surveying. can be established.

S. Conclusion and final remarks
Recent economic changes and the fact that a different kind of market, catering for different economic
needs has emerged, resulted in a different outlook on
the issue of management in technical universities. If, in

In the context of the above-mentioned suggestions,
the previous, traditional specialisation in the CE&M
should embrace two profiles of final projects and diplomas:
- Building Rehabilitation,

the past, subjects related to management were tackled
in this way or another, they were limited to the organisation of processes on the building site, while company management issues were taught at the Schools of
Economics. Nowadays, these questions are coming up
at our university, but it is still not possible to write a
"pure" PhD thesis on CM (construction management).
Such dissertations written here are expected to have a
technological bias.
One should express satisfaction of the reinstatement of such courses as Laws of Economy, Construction Laws, Safety and Security Regulations. Following
a request of the students, we have recently introduced
a course, within the block of optional courses, on ca-

- Construction Management and Economics.
Making management less centralised and local authorities stronger has resulted, according to the author,
in a need of establishing a new professional specialisation. It would be called "Communal Engineering", and
such a specialist would be a mayor's assistant, proficient in two areas:
- management (including CM),
- technical skills, such as environment protection,
local transport, waste processing, and so on.
Assessing the research carried out directly at the
Chair of CE&M, it should be said that widening the
spectrum of research, ie adding such issues as economics of building and construction, construction law, or-

pital markets.
According to the author, in the long range. such

ganisation and management in the investment process,

issues as:
- Robotics (and first of all organisation of const-

ought to contribute much more in order to balance this

ruction processes carried out by means of robots).

is something quite positive. There is no doubt that we
problem area (and render it acceptable) so that it may
be equal in weight to the traditional scope of promo-

Expert Systems (ways of making use of and
ways of gathering data tor databases and knowledgt:

tion work carried out at academic institutions where
Construction and Ci,il Engineering is taught.

bases) should be introduced into the academic curricula on tht: CE.
Ob\ iou~ly. the

Judging by the assessment to date. the academic
standard of PhD dissertations on modelling and imple-

~copt:

and duration of

cla~~t:~

\'Oted to "traditional" issues. such as feasibility

dt:-

studit:~.

mentation of computer
of CE&M

tender procedures. contracts. should be made much " ider.

i~

~cience~

presented at the Chair

\cry high.

The form of supporting research by the Committee for Scientific Research (KBN). indeed. deserves pra-

All manners of courses related to property valu-

ise. Too little research work. though (in spite of its

ation have recently become very popular in Poland. The-

low cost), is directly commissioned by the industrial

se problems of "Ownership Restructuring and Residen-

sector.
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STATYBOS VALDYMO MOKSLINilJ TYRIMlJ IR
STUDIJt} POKYCIAI IR LAIMtJIMAI POZNANtS
TECHNOLOGIJOS UNIVERSITETE

0. Kaplhiski
Santrauka
Pateikta statybos valdymo studijq ir moksliniq tyrimq
problemq. esamos padeties ir pokyciq tendcncijq apfvalga.
Aprasytos tipines programos ir veiksmq grandis (tinansavimas. studijq programos ir mokslinis darbas) Lcnkijoje. Taip
pat patcikti tam tikri statybos technologijos ir valdymo spccializacijq aspcktai. Naujos tendencijos matomos ir Poznancs
technologijos univcrsiteto Statybos technologijos ir valdymo
katedros nekilnojamojo turto vertinimo ir valdymo magistranruros studijose. Doktoranruros studijas galima tc:sti studijuojant statybos procesq modeliavim~t. kuris yra glaudziai susijc:s
su duomenq baziq sudarymu ir tam tikrq dirbtinio intelekto
elementq panaudojimu.
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